CULTURE STUDY RESOURCES IN THE SSI LIBRARY

Africa
The bibliography provides a list of general web sites, international governmental agency sources, U.S. Government sources, non-governmental organizations, and news agency sources.


Somalia Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, (967.73 S6931s 2nd ed. Culture)

East Asia & Southeast Asia
The bibliography provides a list of useful general websites as well as websites for newspapers, journals, television, radio, and podcasts.


South Korea Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, (951.95 S72687 2nd ed. Culture)

The Republic of the Philippines Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, (959.9 P5523 3rd ed. Culture)

General Cultural Issues


**Islam**


Hazelton, Lesley. *After the Prophet: The Epic Story of the Shia-Sunni Split*. 


### Latin America


The bibliography gives a list of useful general websites as well as newspapers, journals, and television with good coverage of Latin America.

### Middle East


The bibliography provides a list of useful general websites as well as websites for newspapers, journals, television, and radio stations.


*Iraq Smart Book*. Sierra Vista, Arizona : TRADOC Culture Center, 2011. (956.7 I653 2nd ed. Culture)


Wunderle, William D. Through the Lens of Cultural Awareness: A Primer for US Armed Forces Deploying to Arab and Middle Eastern Countries. (355.4 W965)

Yemen Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, 2011. (953.32 Y44s 2nd ed. Culture)

Russia and the Independent Republics


The bibliography provides a list of useful general websites as well as websites for newspapers, journals, and television stations.

South Asia


Afghanistan

Afghanistan Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, 2010. (958.1 A2575 Culture)


**India & Pakistan**


Pakistan Smart Book. Sierra Vista, Arizona: TRADOC Culture Center, (954.91 P1524 Culture)